Encountering Nature Foundation Course

Example of the Daily Schedule for a Two-week Intensive

**Daily Schedule** (Monday through Friday both weeks; both Saturdays end at 12:30 pm)

This schedule gives a general overview of the sequence of activities during the day and is subject to change. While there will be some flexibility when breaks happen and in the length of individual sessions, we do plan to observe the beginning/end-of-day times.

8:30 am to 10
- Gathering
- Place observations
- Text study

10 to 10:30 -- Break

10:30 to 12 pm
- **Phenomenological Science: Study of visual phenomena, light, darkness and color; practicing the phenomenological method**

12 to 1:30 -- Lunch Break

1:30 to 3:00
- Water color studies
- Clay modelling

3 to 3:30 -- Break

3:30 to 5
- **Phenomenological Science: Plant study; practicing the phenomenological method**

5 to 5:30
- Open questions
- Clean up

On the first Saturday we will discuss the individual research projects that participants will carry out between the first summer intensive and the concluding summer intensive.